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1. Can I donate via check?
Yes! If you prefer to mail a check, please make it out to “Elevate Tutoring” and send
it to: PO Box 4439, Mountain View, CA 94040, USA. Kindly include your email
address with the check so we can provide a confirmation and send you an
end-of-year tax receipt for your donation.

2. Do you accept other forms of donations?
Certainly! For electronic transfer (ACH)/wire, in-kind or vehicle donation, or legacy
gifts, please reach out to donate@elevatetutoring.org.

3. Is my donation to Elevate tax deductible?
Absolutely! Elevate Tutoring is a 501(c)3 tax-exempt organization, and your
donation is tax-deductible within the guidelines of U.S. law. Likewise, we will
ensure you receive a tax receipt for your donation by the end of the year. For
more detailed information about our tax-exempt status, please visit our Candid
profile. If you have any questions, please reach out to us at
donate@elevatetutoring.org.

4. Can my donation be anonymous?
If you choose not to receive public recognition for your donation, kindly inform us
at donate@elevatetutoring.org.

5. Do I get a confirmation or receipt for my donation?
Yes! Donations made online yield an immediate receipt via PayPal. Additionally, our
team will get in touch, expressing our appreciation, and ensuring you receive an
end-of-year tax receipt.

6. Who can I contact to learn more about Elevate Tutoring?
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Our Director of Development, Noa Zimmerman, is available for all your queries.
Reach her at noa@elevatetutoring.org.

7. How will my contribution make a difference?
Your generous donation plays a pivotal role in bolstering our mission, directly
supporting our Tutor Fellows and amplifying the impact they have on K-12 students.
Even smaller and ongoing contributions are immensely valuable, as they provide
sustained support and ensure the continuity of our services. For example:

❖ $1,000 sponsors a month of free K-12 STEM tutoring from one of our Tutor
Fellows

❖ $3,000 covers the cost of managing a Tutor Fellow
❖ $7,500 sponsors a Tutor Fellow's scholarship
❖ $10,500 covers a Tutor Fellow's scholarship and program management
❖ $13,000 covers a Tutor Fellow scholarship, program management, and all

other overhead

8. Are you interested in sponsoring free tutoring at a partner site?
To explore sponsoring free tutoring at one of our partner locations, please contact
info@elevatetutoring.org.
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